
Video Replay: https://vimeo.com/852098466/58c1f72d70?share=copy  

11:58:34  From  John : John Stonehocker in oklahoma 

11:58:40  From  Kendra : Yes, the lake is so soothing!      

11:58:43  From  Sheri Millenbaugh (Faber) OHIO : Sheri Millenbaugh (Faber) Ohio 

11:58:53  From  Hannah : Hannah Lippert from Stilesville, IN 

11:59:03  From  Kendra : I'm coming down too!     

12:00:06  From  Joy Parks : Joy Parks Great Falls, SC 

12:00:42  From  Amalia Davis : Amalia Davis- Levittown PA 

12:00:58  From  Susan : Susan Sanford from M 

12:01:02  From  Susan : MA 

12:01:17  From  dena : Dena Roberts  - DeWitt MI 

12:02:19  From  Priscilla : Priscilla from Nanaimo 

12:04:08  From  Ariella : Ariella Israel 

12:04:14  From  Jessica Devaney : Jessica Oil City PA 

12:07:36  From  Keri Drowatzky : Their situation is movement in a better direction 

12:08:03  From  Dr. Debra : A book to share is Unclenching Our Fists. 

12:08:19  From  Joy Forrest : Reacted to "A book to share is U..." with    

12:08:59  From  Kendra : Tabi, that's a useful tidbit for many survivors to know!     

12:10:50  From  Kendra : Their patience with the process is evidence of Fruit of Repentance 

12:10:57  From  Helenmary : Helenmary joining from VA. 

12:11:11  From  Kendra : ...and the opposite is also true.      

12:11:17  From  Joy Parks : I think my ex still only got better at pretending after G5. And he was 

near perfection at faking recovery for a decade.  Only 1 time- didn't go back for round 2. 

What he does, works for him. 

12:11:17  From  Gunita : Gunita P. - Miami, FL 

12:11:36  From  dena : QUESTION - Are there any published statistics re: what Tabi is talking about 

(the amount of time it takes to change). I have  survivor whose ex keeps getting more parenting time 

even though he continues to psychologically and emotionally abuse the kids. The counselors keep telling 

the kids to try to see their dad’s perspective, so the pressure is on the kids to “learn to cope” as opposed 

to compelling dad to learn how to parent without coercive control. 

https://vimeo.com/852098466/58c1f72d70?share=copy


12:13:25  From  Kendra : Because - Tabi's "sassy pants!"       

12:14:02  From  Kendra : Reacted to "QUESTION - Are there..." with      

12:15:41  From  Kendra : "How unloving to let someone sit in their sin. "  

Well said! This is supposed to be the premise behind church discipline/Mt. 18. 

12:16:02  From  katharine : Yes! the woman at the well already knew the truth that she was sinful, 

whereas the pharisees were in denial 

12:17:17  From  Joy Forrest : Replying to "Yes! the woman at th..." 

Exactly! She was loaded with strain. Isaiah describes it. “A bruise reed, he will not break, and a 

smoldering wick he will not extinguish. 

12:17:47  From  Joy Forrest : Replying to "Yes! the woman at th..." 

Sorry, loaded with SHAME 

12:18:56  From  Audrey Whitaker : isn't the 3 steps back more of a cycle than progression, just the 

other shoe dropping again? 

12:19:43  From  Dr. Debra : DARVO article would be helpful for a counselor if they take the time to 

understand it. 

12:19:56  From  Tabitha Westbrook, LMFT, LCMHC, LPC : Replying to "DARVO article would ..." 

Agree, but given carefully. 

12:20:13  From  Kendra : Reacted to "DARVO article would ..." with    

12:20:22  From  Dr. Debra : Replying to "DARVO article would ..." 

Yes 

12:20:56  From  Dr. Debra : Sorry, Patch is barking. I need to stay muted. 

12:21:50  From  Joy Forrest : Reacted to "Sorry, Patch is bark..." with    

12:27:43  From  Tabitha Westbrook, LMFT, LCMHC, LPC : Those red flags do not mean it’s a 

carnival… 

12:27:58  From  dena : Reacted to "Those red flags do n..." with        

12:28:03  From  Tabitha Westbrook, LMFT, LCMHC, LPC : Reacted to "Those red flags do n..." with 

       

12:28:03  From  Dr. Debra : Those red flags are huge stop signs. 

12:28:11  From  Tabitha Westbrook, LMFT, LCMHC, LPC : Replying to "Those red flags are ..." 

 



Amen 

12:28:15  From  Kendra : Replying to "Those red flags do n..."  

        

12:28:15  From  Tabitha Westbrook, LMFT, LCMHC, LPC : Removed a        reaction from "Those red 

flags do n..." 

12:28:20  From  Joy Forrest : Reacted to "Those red flags do n..." with     

12:30:22  From  dena : …just a side note…from my experience, it might be a good idea for her to 

rethink moving in with him before getting married. If she has any custody/parenting time hearings 

coming up, the judge might not look favorably on that arrangement, and depending on your state’s best 

interest factors, her ex might be able to use the “moral integrity” argument against her. 

12:31:05  From  Joy Forrest : Reacted to "…just a side note…fr..." with    

12:33:52  From  Gunita : Question: How to respond to an abuser (husband), who asks his wife to 

help to have a better relationship with his teenage daughter? 

His daughter is very affected by his rough communication, and tries to stay away from him in her room. 

Says she’s not hungry when it’s dinner time, so don’t have to sit with him, and comes back later to eat, 

when  dad is gone. 

12:33:53  From  Keri Drowatzky : It's really sad to me that this society since Adam and Eve, still 

teaches that your value is only in having a mate for life. This being the only way you can be happy and 

complete. God used Peter and Paul as single men to do more for Him. Sometimes another person can be 

in the way. 

I hate the "only if's I had someone." 

12:35:28  From  Joy Forrest : Reacted to "It's really sad to m..." with    

12:36:05  From  Kendra : Any details you can share yet regarding next year's Retreat??? 

12:36:41  From  Tabitha Westbrook, LMFT, LCMHC, LPC : Paul says it’s better to be single…. 

12:37:25  From  Tabitha Westbrook, LMFT, LCMHC, LPC : Replying to "It's really sad to m..." 

Lydia is not mentioned with a husband. 

12:37:57  From  KAMILLA : WOW!!!!! 

12:38:10  From  Priscilla : QUESTION: Are the New Webinars that Brooke is doing, going to be a 

resource on the Course page? 

12:38:48  From  dena : Replying to "Paul says it’s bette..." 

I wholeheartedly agree….             

12:39:01  From  Dr. Debra : Replying to "QUESTION: Are the Ne..." 



 

They should be available in Band for advocates who are in that group. 

12:40:49  From  Ladonna : Question: if we are planning on signing up to be an advocate, but are 

not ready to do so for a couple months; should we start the onboard process? 

12:42:32  From  Ladonna : Question: Is there any extra education on interviewing victims? I need 

more practice on asking good questions 

12:43:19  From  katharine : 

https://archive.org/details/motivationalinte0000mill_w1d0/mode/2up?view=theater  

12:43:26  From  Kendra : So excited to hear about the new webinars. Great idea! 

12:45:33  From  katharine : it the textbook tabi recommended, you can read it free online if you 

sign in 

12:46:05  From  Kendra : Question: will the new IPSV course be  available on-demand after the 

first time? Here’s the course registration link https://www.houseofpeacepubs.com/IPSV.htm 

12:46:50  From  Helenmary : Thank you all so much--very good session.  God Bless! 

12:47:00  From  dena : Thank you 

https://archive.org/details/motivationalinte0000mill_w1d0/mode/2up?view=theater
https://www.houseofpeacepubs.com/IPSV.htm

